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Where are they now?
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
EDITION!
No matter where you place yourself on the political spectrum, you have to admit that the Illuminati has
produced one of the funniest presidential elections in the last couple of years! They even got the guy from
“The Apprentice”, and what a showstopper he’s been so far! Unfortunately, not all fan favorites lasted the
entire election season, but fear not! Times New Roman has the latest scoop on what each fallen candidate has
been up to since they’ve dropped out.
Republican Party
John Kaisch - Currently on the “Ohio Doesn’t Suck” tour
Ted Cruz - Wondering if he could get away with killing more people like he did in the 60’s and 70’s
Marco Rubio - Technicans troubleshooting glitches after recent Windows 10 update
Ben Carson - Still asleep at podium from last primary debate
Jeb Bush - Selling leftover turtles, guacamole bowls, and sweaters
Jim Gilmore - Recently offered a lead role in “Gilmore Girls” porn parody
Chris Christie - Acting as a human traffic cone on George Washington Bridge
Carly Fiorina - Standing by her HP printer for months, waiting for her absentee ballot
Scott Walker - Still walking
Rand Paul - Still randing*
Rick Santorum - Fighting the demons that speak inside his head
Mike Huckabee - More like Huck-a-lame, amirite?
George Pataki - Who?
Lindsey Graham - Making Graham crackers (Get it? ‘Cause he’s a white guy.)
Bobby Jindal - Explaining to people that yes, that’s the way he actually talks.
Rick Perry - Turned back into a platypus and is living comfortably with Phineas & Ferb
Democratic Party
Bernie Sanders - Yelling about income inequality while waiting on his hatchback in a car wash lobby
Jim Webb - Took a relaxing vacation back to Vietnam
Lincoln Chafee - Currently working out plans for 2020 presidential campaign
Update: We forgot about Martin O’Malley, but so hasn’t the rest of America?
Bonus: Third Party Candidates
Gary Johnson - Spacing out after eating edibles and putting on Dark Side of the Moon
Jill Stein - Spacing out after eating edibles and letting Gary Johnson put on Dark Side of the Moon
*You know what? You try running a fucking humor publication. Sometimes, we can’t think of shit to put down.
There were 17 Republican candidates running in the primary, did you think about that? No, because you don’t
think about anyone else but yourself, and that’s why your wife left you.
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The Clinton campaign recently released an email, definitively proving that all the stolen emails from Hillary’s personal server were
just about her daughter’s wedding and other family matters. Hopefully we can now put the false accusations to rest.

john.podesta@gmail.com
assange.j@wikileaks.org
Chelsea’s Wedding!!!

New shipment of cash is coming in from Wall Street, send Big Lou and Mickey to the docks to pick it up

John, thank you so much attending my beloved
daughter’s wedding. It was such a splendid day,
Was just diagnosed with reverse Lupus, add it to the list of ailments that are killing me

the dress was beautiful, and Bill didn’t invite

We must
destroy
Sanders
and his
hippy
followers

Release all aliens in Area 51

Out of hot sauce, tell the New York Times to pick some up for me

“her” to the wedding. All in all great day!
Going to a conference on how to flip flop better in
the 21st century in “Denver”, have a car pick me
up at the airport

Thanks,
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
I did Benghazi
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Tell all the reporters, either they
write better stuff on me or they’re
fired!
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The Islamic State of Iraq and Levant, otherwise known as ISIS, is a terrorist organization that recruits
through social media, reportly operating over 46,000 active Twitter acounts. After hours of sliding into
DM’s, sending emojis, reading propaganda and being indoctrinated, and finally unlearning everything
from said propaganda and indoctrination, TNR gives you an exclusive, never before seen look at an
actually ISIS job application. Check it out!

ISIS Job Application Form
Applicant’s names__________
Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)________
Country of Origin__________
Preference for Country to be sent to________
Thank you for picking up this application form. Please answer the following questions to see if you are a fit for
our urban fighter opening. Please answer these questions as honestly and thoroughly as possible so we can
identify the best applicants for the job.
•

Please rearrange these letters in any way that makes sense to you:
J

I

H

A

D

•

Any past suicide bombing experience? If so list below:

•

Where do you see yourself in 5 years? (Choose one):
(Alive)

(Martyr)

•

What’s your beard length?

•

Have you always wanted to visit beautiful sunny Aleppo?

•

We want to really get to know you, what do you like to do for fun?

Send this application to 17714 Mosul Road or die.
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FROM THE DESK OF PATRICK REED
Dear Fellow Union members and families,
We’re excited to announce that our Union has endorsed Donald J. Trump for president!
I understand that most Unions these days are going towards Hillary Clinton, but our
Union has never been about the status quo. Some of you may disagree that this is the proper
candidate to endorse, that Trump doesn’t have the usual horns and goatee trademarks that the
Union usually endorses. Worry not: Trump is the candidate that most falls in line with our values. Let me assure you that he and Satan go hand in hand and that is why Satanic Union 666 of
Bucks County, PA has given Trump our endorsement.
Throughout his life, Trump has shown he is worthy of the dark lords blessing. As a young
entrepreneur he routinely cheated workers out of pay, and built his towers out of Chinese steel
at the loss of American steel companies and jobs. In later life he showed a zeal for greed and
extravagance with his golden buildings and skin. A greed that not even we, the Union, have
been able to match, instead having to headquarter in Randy’s mom’s basement (no disrespect
to Randy’s mom, her pecan squares are devilishly good). In addition, Trump has in the past
devised a truly evil TV show in which he could fire people publicly just for our pleasure. Truly
this is a man who deserves our admiration.
Since he has entered the political ring he has shown even more zeal, making fun of the
handicapped, grieving and disadvantaged. Hillary says that Trump is a threat to democracy and
she is absolutely right. If she had put in more effort on her end maybe she could have attracted
more of the crucial devil worshiper vote, but unfortunately despite her best attempts she pales
in comparison to Trumps demonic deeds.
Now some in the Union may be considering 3rd party options. If that is the case, we urge
you to not throw away your vote! You might as well just stay home. If you’re not going to take
this election seriously you can go join the phony satanic union in Allentown! Pennsylvania is a
crucial state in this election for Trump. He needs all the votes possible from us. We must display a united front and work towards the common good to secure the interest of the common
evil.
So, my evil followers, we must go help Trump. We will be holding a fundraiser party in
Randy’s mom’s basement this Saturday, punch and pie will be served. Also, we plan to hold
a rally on the street for our cause. I know this will require us to go outside in the daylight, so
please bring an umbrella as not to be sunburned by God’s harmful rays.
Finally and most importantly, Union brethren, go out and Vote for Donald J. Trump and
Make America Evil Again!
Sincerely,
Patrick Reed
Demonic Leader of Satanic Union 666 of Bucks County, PA
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Why I’m Riding
the Johnson Express!
By Sid Bud
3rd year Political Science Major
Lifetime Hacky Sack Player
Am I the only person completely fed up with the current election cycle? All of my friends
are easily picking sides between the Democrats and Republicans, not even considering the other,
better options right in front of them. Ever since the disastrous end of the primaries, the truly
educated members of our society, such as myself, have been looking for other options, knowing
that we couldn’t entrust our country to either of the two main candidates.
There’s no doubt that Shillary has experience (she did bribe Obama into making her the
Secretary of State and slithered her way up the political hierarchy from there). At the time,
though, I am sure he didn’t expect her to forget that C stands for confidential, and that emails
regarding the risk to Americans’ lives abroad should probably receive some attention. Liberals
that were smart enough to not fall prey to her false promises recognized that a Clinton presidency would be much the same as the last eight years, with a little more emphasis on pay-toplay politics. Feeling that Hillary couldn’t be trusted, many people turned to Jill Stein, of the
Green Party.
I won’t go much into the Green Party’s nominee, but to say that her vice president is supposedly a holocaust denier, and everyone should be voting for a better third-party candidate.
Our country’s Republican nominee is Donald Trump, a businessman who has built an empire
starting from a small loan of one million dollars, exploited loopholes in our tax code, and made
most of his money through filing bankruptcy, making less money than if he were to just invest
in S&P 500. I’m not one to judge the man, but he has said a lot of stupid shit, and keeps losing
hundreds of thousands of votes because he hasn’t learned the golden rule of literally every elementary and middle school in the United States: treat other how you’d like to be treated. The
only reason he has kept the election close is because Hillary hasn’t been able shake off all of
the dirt from her past.
Regardless, both major candidates have lied about a lot, but Donald Trump is right about
one thing: this election is RIGGED. Ever since the two-party system was instituted, it’s been
another method to limit our minds’ potential and has polarized Americans to two opposite points
of view, pitting each side against the other. I HAVE TRULY AWOKEN! I am neither a hippy, nor
a bigot, I am between both parties! I have found the answer! People of America, open your eyes!
There is a party out there for us that is both socially liberal and fiscally conservative! The best
of both parties! Do not let the liberal propaganda in the media, or Fox News chain you down!
Show the ruling class that they can’t control us!
I urge you, vote Libertarian! Both major parties chose literally their worst options, and
now most Americans are too stupid to vote for the one reasonable nominee. Gary Johnson is a
world-class athlete who has made an honest living as governor of New Mexico and CEO of Cannabis Sativa Inc. He is what our country needs and he can still win! On Tuesday, go to the polls
and show the world that the American public controls their own destiny. We will not stand by
while those in charge ruin our country to fill their pockets and satisfy their superiority complex.
Why choose one of the two nuts, when you could have the Johnson?
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College Steve
by Times New Roman’s own
Greg Miele
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